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"Dover Road" To Be
Commencement Play
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isbury Speaks For
Peace Campaign

"Dover Road ," the play -which lias
been selected for presentation at
Commencement, is now entering into
its third week of production , and
present indications are that this play
will be one of the high spots in the
entire graduation program.
The cast has finally been selected
by the Director , Professor Cecil A.
Rollins, who had an unusually large
group of aspirants to select the' ten
members of the cast from. After
much deliberation, Professor Rollins
picked the following students, basing
his choice on ability to fit the part,
experience and performance :
D ominic—M orton G old fine.
The Staff—Robert Moore, Walter
Hideout, Amy Thompson , Lucille
Pinette.
Leonard , William Clark.
Anne—Agnes Carlyle.
Eustasia—-Janet Goodridge.
Nicholas, Joel Allen.
Latimer—Harold Kimball.
A. A. Milne's play, "Dover Road ,"
is an English play which combines
comedy, romance , and a touch of philosophy. In it Milne takes two sets
of runaway lovers, brings them together in the house of an eccentric
individual who specializes in mending
broken hearts, and then proceeds to
let things straighten themselves out.

The following is the text of the
radio address made by Right Honorable George Lansbury at the opening
of the Emergency Peace Campaign
recently.
Good evening, everybody. I bring
you love and good wishes from my
comrades and friends in Britain.
We earnestly hope that your great
nation -will join the peoples of ;other
lands in a mighty effort to sweep
away all economic , political and other
causes which create hatred, bitterness
and strife between, nations, and which
ultimately drive them to war.
In company with my friend Dr.
Salter, I have come to take part in a
world-wide movement oi'ganized by
the Emergency Peace Campaign on
behalf of peace. Peace is one and indivisible. World economic conditions
are such that war brings neither victors nor vanquishe d. All suffer alike.
So true is it that God is not mocked:
Whatsoever a man or a nation soweth
that also shall he xeap .
The last great war was one of the
most futile, useless examples of human folly the world has ever experienced. A generation of the bravest
and best of the youth and manhood
of all nations was slaughtered and
maimed in body and mind, in a vain
effort to destroy war by war, and to
wipe out autocracy and militarism by
universal slaughter. The peace imposed on the defeated nations has left
a bitter heritage of hatred and insecurity.'' " In " all ' lands ', hot "least" in
the common people long- for
youi's,
Most Students Would Reject
peace. They are not interested in
Nye-Maverick Bill
slaughter. Mothers who bring boys
into the world do not desire that their
'babies shall grow to manhood for the
College students are inclined to re- purpose of slaying the baby boys of
ject both the present neutrality law other mothers.
and the Nyo-Mavorick bill as isolaIn spite of the fact that everyone
tionist according to Tho Nation and
(Continued on page 5)
The Foreign Policy Association who
have just announced the result of a
nationwide editorial contest for college students on the subject "Will
Neutrality Keep Us Out of War?"
Entries were received from 115 colleges in 38 states.
An overwhelming majority of the Conference
Of Student
students competing stood for greater
Governments Attended
international cooperation and most
of them appear to favor American
participation in the Leagu e -of NaReturning from the thirteenth antions, While nearly all of the stunual
conference of the Woman 's Students showed a health y appreciation
dent Government Associations of New
of the important role of economic
England which wis held at the Uniforces in making for -war , The Nation
versity of Maine from April 30th to
comments that "fow soom to realize
May 2nd , Marjorie Gould and Helen
how deeply the seeds of conflict are
Jevons bring many ideas and new
imbedded in the capitalistic system."
enthusiasms for work at Colby.
In other words, the students of today
At this conference nine coeducational
colleges of New England inpage
5)
(Continued on
cluding Middlebury, Bates, Colby and
tho six state uni-versities meet together to discuss carefull y and at
length common problems with ttie
aim of solving them for the individual, campuses. As z\ special attraction
the guest speaker at this 1.98G ConferOn Thursday evening, April 30, ence was Dr. Eva C. Wundorlich who
Colby mot the University of. Maine in spoke on tho Bennington College exan intercollegiate debate, Tho prop- periment in Studont Government. Tho
osition discussed was : Resolved , that experiment is uni que.in . its . progresCongress should bo empowered to sive views and although not entirely
override by a two-thirds . vote clocis- practical for all coeducational colsions of the Supremo Court declaring leges yet ideal cnoii gti to bo most.incongressional enactments nnconsti -, teresting. Diy Wundorlich has been
in this country only nineteen months
tutional.
yet
her keen insiglit into our educaThe affirmative- team was from
methods, "was .extraordinary
tional
Maine , w it h Sar ge nt Runs ell , '87, nnd
personal charm was" cerwh
ile
her
_
G
C hest er Sm ith , ' , the clolmtovs, Coly
tainly
delightful.
J,
by uphold tho negati ve , -with Fred
leadership
of
Beth
Shiro,
Under
the
,
Bnnzl , '30, , nnd John P Dolnn , '86,
Pr esident of tho W. S. G. A.,,.at the
tlio debaters.
Un
iversity of .Maine , the p r ogram of
Tho Oregon plan of ci'oss-quostion
entertainment
of -the delegates was
debating , was used. This plan persuccessfu
lly
carried
out. Tho Confermits ne gative speakers to cross-oxence
lost
year
was
held
at ' tlie Uniiimino tho opposing speakers with cor1-ttin restrictions as to tho amount of versity of New Hampshire while at
tho 1037 conference Rhode Island
timo that may thus bo consumed,
State will play the rolo of hostoss.
There was no decision.

Announce Winners Of
Editorial Peace Contest

Colb y Delegates Return

From Maine Meeting

Co-Eds Hear Of Maqua
President Johnson in
Address To Speakers Conference In Chapel
President Johnson welcomed the
participants in the Montgomery Prize
Speaking Contest . at; the Men's as' sembly on Friday, May 1.
He described the lives of two famous men"—world
figures—from
Japan. One was Nogouchi, the other,
Kagawa.
Nogouchi was ~boTn in poverty but
had a burning desire to become a
physician. He rose rapidly in the
medical world and was brought to
the United States under tbe employ
of the Rockefeller Institute . Here he
did valuable research in the study of
prevention and cure of tropical disease. Finally, whan an old man, Nogouchi went to Africa against the advice of his friends to study a newform of yellow fever. He succeeded
in studying the disease but contracted it himself and died in Africa. A
United States warship brought him
home in state, a reverent gesture to a
great man.
Kagawa, unlike Nogouchi, was of
good birth. Right from boyhood he
was keen to learn English a:nd he did
this by reading the bible that he obtained from a missionary. He became
interested in welfare work, came to
the United States and took a degree
at Princeton. Then he returned to
Japan and entered the slums to help
the people there to improve themselves and their surroundings. He
contracted several painful diseases
there, one of which he still suffers
from . Kagawa has written several
articles in which he sympathizes with
¦
.the-poverty-stricken-- class. - • "¦-. - "These men have the essential
qualities of a successful person ," continued President Johnson.
"Intelligence, personality, an idea,
and plenty of drive ai-e very desirable
characteristics," he concluded.
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
CLUB

The International Relations Club
¦will meet in the Alumnae building on
Monday evening, May 11, at 7:30.
Jeanne . Peyrot, the French Exchange
student, will speak on the subject ,
"The French Point of View." The
discussion following Miss Peyrot's address will be led by Alfred Bcerbaum.
Professor Wilkinson will make a summary at the close of the discussion.
All members of the club and any
other students who are interested are
urged to attend, '

;
Montgomery Contest
Won By Bristol Student

Mrs. Donald Wright Speaks Stewart F. Oakes Takes
Second Prize

As guest speaker in women's
chapel 'Monday, Mrs. Donald Wright
Wilfred L, Simmons of Bristol, N. - - _
of the' - New England Stud-eht ChrisH.,
won first prize money of $50 in"
tian Movement and executive of the
the
27th annual Montgomery prize
Y. W. C. A. spoke on the Maqu a conspeaking- contest here last Friday in
ference. This is to be held this year
at Lake Winnipesaukee, N. H., and which 51 Maine, New Hampshire and
the dates set are from June 15 to Massachusetts high and prep schools
June 23. It is open to girls from were represented by 85 speakers.
Maine boys captured .the other
' '
any of the colleges and normal
three
prizes.
These
were
Stewart
F.
schools in the northern part of New
Oakes of Rangeley, second prize of
England.
The topic for this year's confer- ?25, Carroll N. Perkins with $15, .. .
ence , the speaker said, is -to be In third place money, and John Daly of
Search of a Faith that Prompts ac- Maine Central Institute winning the
tion." This particular subject was fourth-pri ze:money-of- $10.
chosen because of the wid-e interest
These prizes, the gift of Job H.
and concern displayed today towai'd Montgomery of Camden, are aAvarded
world, national, and state problems. for the purpose of encouraging an
An especially interesting part of appreciation of the spoken word.
the Maqua conference is the choice Preliminary contests Friday afterof speakers, and this year's slate is noon were held to select the finalists.
particularly well ' selected. Included Thirty public speaking students ju dgis Gregory Vlastos, a young man born ed these. Colby entertained the
in Greece, and a graduate of the Uni- speakers Friday, and at a luncheon
versity of Constantinople. At present and banquet for the high school rephe is teaching philosophy at Queen 's resentatives several of those connectcollege, Ontario.
ed with Colby College and Mr. MontJane Sadler also offers much inter- gomery, the donor of the prizes,
est to those planning to attend. She' spoke to the group.
is a Negro woman and has beaded N.
The winning declamation was "My
Y. A. work for the Negro students. Account with the Unknown Soldier
"
She . is to speak on the economic and by Harry Emerson IFosdick. Oakes
deindustrial phases of the problem.
livered "Ropes " by Stanford Clinton,
.. Dr. Walter Beck, professor of Perkins g-ave Daniel Webster 's "Reply
psychology at Washington Univer- to Hayne ," and Daley chose
"Emmet'
sity, is another speaker. He is aini- in th,e_Dock. '/.... „
v
«
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President Franklin W. Johnson
psychology and religion.
presided as chairman of the evening
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Carroll are session,
and the ju dges were Ernest
also included. They are numbered
W. McLean, Walter W. Sanborn , and
among the most outstanding Negroes
John E. Nelson of Augusta. Harold
in the country and at present are
W. Hickey, a student assistant in the
among the four on the American
department of public speaking, was
Delegation to India. .
time-keeper.
In conclusion , Mrs. Wright said ,
The fourteen finalists were : Wil"It is possible for a conference of
fred Simmons , Robert Kelly, Carroll
this type to lift the common denomiPerkins,; Ji\, Robert H.; Teter, Paul- A.'nator of one 's life to a bit higher
Bennett , Kenneth YB. Carter , Dwight
level than it ever has been and once
E. DeWitt, John Daly, Francis Anwe have tasted the best we can; never
drews, Jeffry • OBrikiatis , Harlarid iR.
again . be satisfied with anything but
Verrill, Stewart F. Oakes ,' Donald C,
the best."
Files, and' Gerald Bourier.
RESULTS OF FRESHMAN
CLASS ELECTION
President, Robert V. Ganders.
Vice president, Michael A. Spinna
Secretary-treasurer , Maynard M
Iri sh.

May Day Festival Will
Featu re An Operetta
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Emma Small To Be Crowned
Qu een Of The May

y
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Saturday evening / May QueenY S : ;;
Emma Small will be crowned ' at th e ' - ; : Annual May Day ¦Festival. /Miss;:;': Yiy '
Small , '86, is a typical queen withyY ; 77
her laughing eyes and deep dimples. - Y- Y
She-is a member of Alpha Delta :;,PiY ;Y.y7
sorority, of which she has boon both y; -'YY
secretary and vice president.;Y She ; ->Y Y;i
has served on Student; GovernmenfcYyY /Y
for throe. years , is very active ''in : ath-y ' ^YY
letics , being on both hpcftoyn . an d. :v^l^K' ;;w'^
ley ball teams, and has served on: the Y77 i;|i
Class Dance Committee hor ; fre^inian ' ;::; 'Y||
and sophomore ' y oarsY The"¦•' ..petit. - '^Y 'yI
curly haired .queen will bo ;dttond(e cl :YSv :
^
by7 Rut h- "' Mailey, . .Agnes ' ^Qsa ^jj $§$^
;
'
Edytho Silverman , .- -: Nahcy-;^Libbyjy||-||:
E li zabeth ;; Mu lIcern ,; and;;:.Holoii ;Ydo- :l||Yl
RochemontYalL-of'-tlioV soniorVclass^
* Reh earsals .are ' being held f or;
ilib' -vYY-l
. opo-'oify /^Penhy^ISun^
which ; 'is ; :'to - : be;.: st n£o(K^
the- :moreYtalonted ; menu5drs-. -o-y^'oSil'i5
women
's? div^qh;^
,
are ; being -baleen ' .b y!': Elinor {^om^B1;M f$$§l
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Colby And
Maine Debate

CUFF VEYSEY
Colby 's Outstanding Runner

Janet' :'Lowell , Y38^ nri^riMaa ^On^X^
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miriBa
tfz riy ttixni
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has charge ' of tho j obstumirtg;|tu9ii<3:lf|if!
Pinotto t--llfihti nff|^
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Maine : And Bates Are Favorites To
Take State Track Meet Saturday
meet at Bates last year and has high
hopes of repeating.
Phil Good is all by himself in the
hurdles as far as first place is concerned. Only an inju ry or a mishap
of some sort will keep the son of a
noted Colby athlete from breaking
the worsted in first place. Keller of
Bates in the class in the broad jump ;
while Maine's Ireland and Webb
should have the first two places in
the high jump all sewed up.
The pole vault will bring out some
good competition. Meagher and Cook
of Bates, Rideout of Bowdoin, and
Hardison of Maine have all climbed
quite a distance up in the clouds this
spring, but the first mentioned Garnet entrant seems to have the edge in
past competitions and performances.
Bell of Maine .should dominate the
javelin event, as shoul d Tony Kishon
of Bates in the shot, discus and hammer.
Several of the existing records will
go by the boards if competitive conditions are good and the weather is
favorable. The dash marks of 9 4-5
for the 100 and 21 4-5 for the 220
are quite apt to be equalled. In the
hurdles Phil Good will probably crack
the standards of 15 and 24 1-5 which
are now listed on the books. Cliff
Veysey will threaten marks in both
the mile and two mile; however, it
is in the latter event that he will try
to break Harry Richardson's 9.35
figure. It is going to be hard for
Cliff to do this where- he ;is running
in two events, but if he doesn't tire
himself too much in the mile we believe that the New Sharon boy has
the stuff.
Keller is capable of setting up a
new broad jump record. Webb and
Ireland have bettered the existing
State record for the high jump. The
pole vault record of Webb, former
Maine star, is not safe if Meagher
has a good day.
Al Bell of Maine will probably wipe
out all previous javelin records ; while
Tony Kishon has a couple of marks
within his grasp if all things come
out favorably.
From a Colby point of view this
should be the most successful State
Meet in several years. Usually the
Mules tally ten points or less, but
this year if all the boys come, through,
they should score 15 or more. Coach
Norm Perkins is counting on Bob
Turbyne, Sol Fuller, Cliff Veysey,
Paul Merrick, Kerm LaFleur, and
Stan Washuk to do better than they
have in previous meets this year.

Veysey And Merrick Stars
For Mule Outfit
Meet, recognized
The 7. State
throughout the East as the best four
cornered meet in this section of the
country, will be enacted once more
at Orono Saturday morning and afternoon when over one hundred track
athletes representing Bates, Bowdoin,
Colby, and Maine get together for
their annual day of track competition.
According to the old dope sheet it
looks as though Maine will win the
meet this year with Bates in second
position; Bowdoin third and Colby
fourth, or last. This is always a hard
meet to predict as outstanding upsets occur each year, but if the favorities come through, here's how
they will finish :
" 100 yard dash—Keller, Bates;
Huff , Maine ; Murray, Maine.
220 yard dash—Huff , Maine; Keck,
Bates; Turbyne , Colby.
440 yard run—Marvin, Bowdoin ;
Hurwitz, Maine ; Howard , Bates.
880 yard run—Porter, Bowdoin ;
Danielson, Bates; Shute, Bowdoin.
Mile—Veysey, Colby; Porter, Bowdoin ; Bond , Bowdoin.
Two mile—Veysey, Colby ; Hunnewell, Maine ; DeVeher, Colby.
120 yard high hurdles—Good , Bowdoin ; Gowell, Maine ; Fuller, Colby.
220 yard low hurdles—Good , Bowdoin ; Gowell, Maine ; Fuller, Colby.
Broad jump-r-Keller, Bates; Ireland, Maine ; Soule, Bowdoin.
High jump—We^b , Maine ; Ireland,
Maine; Stanwood , Bowdoin .
Pole vault;—Meagher, Bates; Rideout, Bo-cvdoin ; Hardison, Maine.
Maine ; ' Kishon,
Javelin—Bell,
Bates; Stuart, Maine.
Discus—Kishon, Bates; Frame,
Maine; Clark, Bates.
Hammer—Kishon, Bates; Frame,
Maine ; Peabody, Bates.
Bates;
Ireland,
Shot—Kishon,
Maine ; Walker, Colby.
Total Point Scores: Maine 48;
Bates 42; Bowdoin 30; Colby 15.
There is a good chance for a number of upsets to the above-listed dope
sheet. In the dash events Johnny
Murray, of Maine, the double winner
last year, has not looked so good
thus far this year, but Saturday might
be the day for him to burst forth into
his own form again.
In the 440 Hurwitz of Maine has
the power to take Marvin and it only
remains to be seen what the competition will bring out. Art Danielson and
Bob Porter should have a good race
in the half; that is provided that
crafty Johnny Magee runs Bob in the
half and mile instead of the mile and
two mile. Due to the presence of
Cliff Veysey in the two longer races,
it would seem more feasible to keep
Porter in the half.
It doesn 't seem probable that any
distance man will be able to upset
Cliff in the milo and two milo if the
Colby Olympic hope is at his.best.
Cliff won both races in a walk in the
"

"

"

Huskies Defeat Colby

By 93-42 !n Track Meet

Veysey Expected To Be The
Individual Colby Stat
In the only varsity track meet to
bo held on Seaverns Field this season, Northeastern's well balanced
group of Huskies piled up a 93-42
point margin in taking the measure
of the Blue and Gray varsity spiked
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Smart's the word for. out 1936 Palm Beach Suits and I
Smart's the man who chooses now. Single and
Double Breasted, Sport Backs
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Pacy, '27

ATHLETIC NOTICE
A special student admission ice
of fifty cents plus five cents tax
(fifty-five cents total) will be
charged, at the State Track Meet
to be held at Orono on Saturday,
May the ninth. Tickets are on sale
at the College Bookstore and .
should be secured before closing
time on Friday. No student admissions will be sold on Saturday ,
either at the Bookstore or at
'
Orono.
Tickets may be secured by the
general public at Dunham 's.

State Series To
Start Here Friday
Mules Oppose Bates Nine

Merrick Winning the 440 Yard Dash
shoe men Saturday afternoon.
Allan Hakanson , star backfield man
on Al McCoy 's varsity football team
last fall, definitely established himself as an Olympic candidate 'by Avinning the 100 and 220 yard dash
events as well as the 120 yard high
and 220 yard low hurdles. In the
lows he equalled the State Meet record of 24 1-5 held by Phil Good of
Bowdoin. Hakanson is a powerful
boy and should he concentrate in the
high hurdles or the 400 meter lows
this spring, there is every reason to
believe that he-will be named on
Uncle Sam's Olympic Team this summer. His 15 1-5 high hurdle performance can be cut down to 14 4-5
with specialization.
Cliff Veysey pulled his usual stunt
of winning the mile and two mile in
his last race on the Seaverns Field
cinders. Cliff started out in the mile
as though he was .going to clip the
State record of 4.21 held by Colbath
of Bowdoin and Allie Wills of Bates.
He did the first quarter in 60 seconds,
the fastest initial mile 440 ever recorded in this state, His time for the
half was 2.05. Cliff slowed up
noticeably, however, on the last two
laps and finishe d in 4.28. In the two
mil e, he seemed to be a bit tired , and
was forced to be con-tent with a 9.58
clocking.
Paul Merrick ran the best race of
his life to win the 440. Paul seems
to have finally decided to run the
quarter as he can ran it best rather
than being content to hang back as
he used to do. If Paul can keep on
running like he did Saturday and go
out there and get the , lead and hold
it , there is no one in the State who
will be capable of beating him at his
pet distance. Paul showed all kinds
of the old fight that track fans like
to see in the home stretch when he
held off Garland's bid for first place
to win going away. The time was
the fastest that Paul has ever turned
in since he has been in college.
Bob Gilray, Bob JSfeumer, ISformie
Walker, Kerm LaFl eur, Sol Fuller,
I-Ierby DeVeber , Hal Davis, Frank
Baker , Carroll Danforth and Marcus
Oladell were the other Colby point
scorers.
Th e summar y :
One mile run—Won by Veysey
(C) ; 2nd , Johnston (N) ; 3rd , DeVeber (C). Time, 4 min. 28 3-5 sec.
440 yard dash—Won by Merrick
(C) j 2nd , Garland (2^) ; 3rd , Birchell
(N) . Time, 52 1-5 soc.
100 yard dash—Won by Hakanson
(N) ; 2nd , Turbyne (C) ; 3rd , Sandler (N). Time, 10 s-oc.
120 yard high hurdles—Won by
Hakanson (N) ; 2nd , Henderson (N) ;
3rd , Fuller (C). Time , 15 1-5 sec.
880 yard run—Won by Jack (N) ;
2nd , Grant (N) ; 3rd , Davis (C).
Time , 2 min. 3 2-5 sec.
220 yard dash—Won by Hakanson
(N) ; 2nd , Henderson (N) ; ih'd, TurTime 22 1-5 sec.
byne (C),
¦
Two milo run—W on by Veysoy
(0) ; 2nd , Johnson (N) ; 3rd , DoVebor (C). Time , \) min. 58 2-5 sec.
220 low hurdles—Won by Hnlmn-

son (N) ; 2nd , Henderson (N) ; 3rd ,
Fuller (C). Time, 24 1-5 see. (New
track record). Equal state record.
Pole vault—Tie between Betts and
Whitticr (N) ; third , tie between Oladell and Neumer (C). Height, 10 ft.
6 in.
High jump —Won by Sandler (N) ;
2nd , Henderson (N) ; 3rd, Anderson
(C). Height , 5 ft. 11 in.
Broad jump —Won by Sandler
(IV) ; 2nd , Washuk ( C ) ; 3rd , Rollins
( N ) . Distance, 2] ft. 11 4-5 in.
Javelin—Won by Molowski (N) ;
2nd , Gilray (C) ; 3rd , W. Wright
( C). Distance , 164 ft.
Shot put—Won by Colligen (N) ;
2nd , Canney (N) ; 3rd, Walker (C).
Distance, 42 ft. 3 in.
Haramer throw—Won by Wolowicz
( N ) ; 2nd , Baker (C) ; 3rd , Danforth
(C). Distance, 114 ft. 7 in.
Discus—Won by Canney (N) ; 2nd ,
LaFleur (C) ; 3rd, Walker (C). Distance, 114 ft. 9 in.

Golfers Show Promise

In Southern Invasion

Defeat Tufts , Lose To B. C.,
Brown And M. I. T.
Bill Millett's golf team returned
Saturday from their excursion into
Massachuse tts and Rhode Island with
one victory and three losses on their
record. The first match was played
on Wednesday with Brown University
at the Rhode Island Country Club at
Barrington , Colby losing 6-0. All
four members of the team lost their
matches and Colby lost both best ball
matches,
On Thursday afternoon the team
met with Tufts College at the Unicorn Country Club , Stoneham, winning the match , 4-2, Ervin , Reynolds
and William _f Colby won over their
opponents while Hoderick lost to
Fiocchi of Tufts.
Friday the Boston College team
edged Colby 3% -2 W at the Wollaston
Golf Club, Reynolds of Colby winning over Hartigan of B. C, tho others losing their matches with tho exception of William who came out all
even with Murphy of tho opponents.
In tho match with M. I. T, on Saturday Roderick was tho only Colby
man to win his match , Tech w i nn i n g
over Colby 5-1.
and Reynolds wore close behind,
Against Tu f t s, William and Ervin carded 81 again. The captain of the Boston
College squad turned in a score of
71,ono under par, Against Roderick's
creditable 79 in that match. Reynolds made the host score in the M.
I, T. match', a 78, whi le Roderick's
was 79.
More Sports 011 Page 5

- 'Wacldocks

Jl'iConfectionecrs

Their first State Series game having been postponed , Colby 's nine will
start out on its quest for the State
Championship on Seaverns Field, Friday afternoon at 3 :45 against Coach
Dave Morey 's strong Bates nine. The
Bobcats have played a couple of
games this year, and have lost, but
this does not detract from the fact
that they have a very strong team.
At first for the visitors' will be Stan
Bergeron, a freshman who is said to
be a classy fielder, much like Jack
Sheehan , and a heavj' hitter. Stan
has played in the Cape Cod league
for the last few summers. The Bobcat outfielders are very good. Bemie
Marcus is well known to Colby baseball fans for his lusty home run wallops on Seaverns Field two years ago.
Bemie did not hit so well last year,
but expects to do a come-back this
season. "Doc" Johnson , the ex-Hallowell High star, and Bill Dunlevy,
who played plenty, of baseball at
Kents Hill, will round out the pasture.
Ronnie Gillis, the former Exeter
boy, will be handling the offerings of
a group of inexperienced pitchers.
Bob Darling, the be-spectacled right
hander , is the only veteran available
and Bob is pitching better ball than
ever before in his life. Charlie Malone , Don Webster, and Cap Atherton are three more luirl ers who may
see action if the occasion necessitates.
The Mules have one of the best
teams in several years and have already been installed as pre-Sories favorites by the expert dopesters. Ed
Cleveland , Laurel Hersey, Al Berrie ,
and "Lefty " Cole give Coach Eddie
Roundy the most capable mound staff
in the state to work with. Then in
case of necessity, Art Hannigan can
be pulled in from right field to toss
them over with his good left member.
Art Brown and Johnny Pullon are
behind the plate to steady the infield
of Jack Sheehan , Charlie Geer , Rum
Lemioux and Don Maxim, -This
quartet is ono of the best inner cordons ever seen on a college diamond
in the state. Larry ' Haynes has not
been given a thorough trial ns yet,
but will probably god his final test.. in
the Bates game.
The outfield is the only problematical matter. Val Duff and Maynnvd
Irish are threatening to crash into
the pasture nil the time. Duff is going to rate because of his expert fielding, experience and power with tho
willow. Val is one of the best little
ball players Colby has had in several
years , and he seems to do everything
well. Irish has plenty of experience ,
both as an infielder and an outfielder.
Ray Fiwnham is showing signs of regaining his old hitting strength and
seems to have the left field position
sewed up. "Doc " Ran court plays
first base and tho outfield , but lias not
been able to show anything at tho
plate yet. Art Hannigan in valuable
to tho team as a pitcher and outfielder.
Proba'ble starting line-ups :
Colby
Botes
L em i eux , ss
2b , Greenwoo d
Duff or Rancourt , of
cf , Marcus
Shoohmi , lb
ss, Sherman
__ '_ l.b , Ber geron
Goer , 2b
Fiu-nham, If _
If , Johnson
Max i m , 3b
rf , Duuilovy
_
Hannigan , rf
c, Gillis
Brown , c
3b Pignono or Morin ,
Hersey, p
p, Darlin g
Gam e called at 3;<_G.

More Spor ts on Page 5

ECHO Const itution

The ECHO Constitution requires
that a copy of the same be published
onee each year.
ARTICLE I.
, ¦¦,- -¦' ¦. ;

Name.

Section 1. This association shall
bo known as the Colby College Echo
Association.
ARTICLE II.
Purpose.

Section 1. The purpose shall be
to publish the weekly paper of Colby
College, known as the Colby ECHO.
ARTICLE III.
Membership.

Section 1. Any student in Colby
College shall be eligible for membership in the association.
. Sec. 2. The subscription to the
ECHO for one college year and the
payment of the fee therefor shall determine membership for said college
year.
ARTICLE IV.
Officers,

Section 1. The officers of this association shall consist of an editor-inchief , a managing editor , a business
manager, a women's editor, six associate editors, ten assistant editors,
twelve reporters, an. advertising manager , ' a circulation manager, three
assistant business managers, and six
mailing clerks.
Sec. 2. The associate editors shall
consist of four .men and two women
and shall ordinarily be members of
the junior class.
Sec. 3. The assistant editors shall
consist of six men and four women
and shall ordinarily be members of
the sophomore class.
Sec. 4. The reporters shall consist
of twelve men and shall ordinarily be
members of the freshman class.
Sec. 5. The advertising manager
and circulation manages shall ordinarily be men of the junior class.
Sec. 6. The assistant business
managers shall ordinarily be men of
the sophomore class.
Sec. 7. The mailing* clerks shall
ordinarily be men of the freshman
class.
Sec. 8. There shall be a faculty
adviser and a faculty financial adviser appointed by the president of
the college from the faculty or administrative staff of the college.
ARTICLE V.
Duties of Officers.

Section 1. The editor-in-chief shall
have general oversight of managing
and publishing the Colby ECHO. He
shall be responsible for the editorial
attitude and policy of the paper , for
the performance of duties assigned to
the board and for any other dirties
provided in other sections of this constitution.
Sec. 2. The managing editor shall
aid the editor-in-chief in the oversight
of the mechanical details of the paper
and shall perform the duties of the
editor-in-chief in case of the latter's
temporary absence or disability.
See. 3. The business manager shall
have charge of and be responsible for
the business management of the Colby
ECHO. He shall himself keep itemized accounts of all money received
and disbursed for the association and
shall submit his accounts to the auditor once each month .
Sec. 4. The women 's editor shall
be responsible for all news originating in the women 's division of the college and shall have complete jurisdiction over the women members of the
staff.
Sec. 5. The duties of the associate
editors shall be to aid the editorin-chief in such ways as he may direct, and to exercise such supervision
over the details of tho publication as
tho editor-in-chief may desire. It
sh o ul d be cle arly un d ersto od th at tho
duties of tho associate editors are primarily administrative.
Sec. 6. The duties of the assistant
editors shall be to provide such material as tho editor-in-chief or the associate editors may direct, and to receive all work submitted by tho staff
of reporters.
Sec. 7. The reportoi-s shall each
bo responsible to one of tho assistant
editors and shall prepare such material as ho may direct,
Sec. 8. The advertising manager
shall have charge of soliciting nnd insorting advertisements under the direction of the business manager.
Sec. 9. The circulation manager
shall have charge of the subscription
lists fin d be responsible for tho week-

ly distribution of the paper to all sub' . ': • ..; ' .'.'- .
scribers.
.
Sec. 10. The assistant business
managers shall perform such, duties
as the business manager may require
in the conduct of the business affairs
of the paper.
Sec. 11. The mailing clerks shall
perform such duties in the distribution of the paper as the circulation
manager may direct, but the responsibility for the proper distribution shall
remain with the circulation manager.
Sec. 12. Whenever the officers of
the association shall convene for the
purpose of holding an election or the
transaction of other business, the editor-in-chief shall assume the duties
ordinarily ascribed to the president
of an organization, the managing edir
tor shall act as vice-president and the
business manager shall act as seci'etary and keep a permanent record of
the minutes of each meeting.
ARTICLE VI.
Elections.

Section 1. The annual election of
officers for the ensuing year shall be
held during the week of May 20. Announcement of the meeting must have
been published in the last number of
the ECHO and by a notice on the bulletin board at least three days previously. A quorum must be present
consisting of three-quarters of the
men officers in good and regular
standing and either faculty adviser.
Sec. 2. In the election of the editor-in-chief and managing editor of
the COLBY ECHO, each member of
the ECHO staff shall cast one vote
and only one vote for one of the four
associate editors. The person receiving the most votes shall be elected
editor-in-chief , and the person receiving the second highest number of
votes shall be elected managing editor.
Sec. 3. The business manager
shall be elected from a slate of nominations consisting of the advertising
manager, the circulation manager and
any other nominations from .the floor.
Sec. 4. All members of the ECHO
staff , both male and female, shall be
allowed one vote for editor-in-chief
and one for Women 's editor. The remainder of the men's officesi shall be
voted upon by the men as specified
in the Constitution , and the women 's
offices shall be voted upon as they so
choose. This is to be effective in the
annual elections, May, 1934.
Sec. 5. In the election of the associate editors , one vote may be cast
by each member of the staff for each
of two of the six assistant editors.
The four positions as associate editors
shall go to the four men receiving the
highest number of votes.
Sec. 6. . In the election of the assistant editors, one vote may bo cast by
each member of the staff for each of
three of the twelve reporters. The
six positions as assistant editors
shall go to the six men receiving the
highest number of votes.
Sec. 7. The staff of reporters shall
be appointed as follows : A call for
candidates shall be published in the
first issue of the ECHO in the month
of November and th© editor-in-chief
shall make a list of applicants for the
position . Soon after the middle of
the first semester, there shall be a conference of the editor-in-chief and the
faculty adviser , together with those
members of the English department
who conduct classes in freshman English in the men's division. These conferees shall draw up a list of twelve
men of the freshman class under the
following conditions:
a. The list shall include at least
one man from every fraternity group
and at least one unpledged man.
b. The list shall include those who
have signified their desire to try out
for the position insofar as this is possible without conflicting with provision "a."
c. Rank in freshman English shall
bo ono of the considerations in drawing up this list.
Those candidates shall be responsible to assistant editors for ' assignment s an d sha ll be cons id ere d to be
on trial for the rest of tho semester.
Dur ing this timo, an y man who is negli gent¦ i n h is d uties or d oes in f er ior
work in the judgmen t of tho editorin-chief and faculty adviser shall , be
supplanted by another freshman ,
keeping in wind provision "a" state d
above, All those on tlio list at tho beginning of tho second semester shall
bo enrolled as regular reporters on the

stair,
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Sec. 8. The advertising manager
and circulation manager shall be
elected from a slate of nominations
consisting of the three assistant business managers plus any nominations
from the floor. The two men receiving the greatest number of votes shall
be deemed to be eligible for the positions, but the decision as to -which
man shall have which position shall be
settled mutually between the two men
and the newly elected business manager.
Sec. 9. The three assistant business managers shall be elected from a
slate of nominations consisting of the
six mailing clerks plus any nomina¦
¦
i ¦
11
S-»
i
tions from the floor. The three men
'
receiving the greatest number of votes
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shall be deemed to have been elected.
HAVE A PERMANENT A NEW WAY
Sec. 10. The staff of mailing clerks j
shall be appointed as follows : A call
No Machines
No Electricity
#6.00—#7.00
for candidates shall be posted on the
GIGUERE'S BEAUT Y PARLOR
bulletin board on the first day of colTEL. 6SO
__»
lege and published in the first issue
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of the ECHO. All applicants shall be
given an equal chance to do the work
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manager for four weeks. At the end I
of this time, the business manager
and faculty adviser shall appoint a
list of six men from the list of applicants. If more than six men have
applied, the list shall be chosen so as
to include representatives from as
many fraternities as possible. If less
than six men have applied, those fraternities who have no representative
among the applicants shall be requested to choose candidates.
«
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^The Student's Private Tutor"

Use College Out lines for Ra pid Review - ;:

75c a Copy

Colby College Bookstore '

J

FOR MEN

$14.95
JUST I N

ARTICLE VII.
Vacanci«s.

Sport Slacks - Polo Shirts - Wh ite Shoes

Section 1. If any officer of the association fails to perform his regular
duties with reasonable satisfaction or
if his work is of consistently inferior
quality, he may be dismissed, from the
board after two written warnings
from the editor-in-chief , with the approval of the faculty adviser.

Geor ge Sterns , '31

ARTICLE VIII.

93 ' Main Street

Surplus .

Section 1. At 'the end cf the year,
the auditor shall examine the accounts
and if correct and if any surplus remains after payment of all bills and
leaving a balance of $100. in the treasury, he may approve the division of
this surplus equally between the editor-in-chief , the business manager, the
managing editor and the women 's editor.
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FLOWERS

We are always at your service

Telephone 467-W

MARCELLING , FINGER WAVING
SHAMPOO ING , HAIR CUTTING / MANIC URES
EACH FOR 25 GENTS

NASH BEAUTY SALON
"The Shop of Exper ience';

Tel. 1817

104 Main St.
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SILVER TAVERN 28 Silver Street

FRANK BERKLEY, Pri>p.
Where College People Moot
BEST HAMBURGERS IN TOWN
'
Larjje German Franlcf orts—Vienna Roll.
Look for tho Blue Ribbon Siga
Tbe only Brick Oven Grill in town
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Watorvil!-, Me.

Ed Barr on , '29
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MEET ME AT

Leo Barron, '86

BARRON'S

Whan You Think of CANDY

Sk inl ess Ho t Dogs

Think of

Just off Main Street on Tempi* Street

HAGER'S

"There 'll bo barrel , of
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STATION ERY , DANCE PROGRAMS , INVITATIONS

H A RDWARE , PAINT S AND OIL S
LUMBER and CEMENT
Tolechone 4fifl- _57

and other Printin g" for Fraternities

ALLEN'S
DRUG STORE

PRE SCRIPTIONS OUR BU3INSS*
Telephone 68
118 Main Street
Waterville, Me.

Broom .

PaintSj

Sporting Good-

WHEN . YOU THINK OF MITCHELL THINK OF

Boothb y & Bartlett Co.

Proctor & Bowie Co.

PoIish

"Joe "

MITCHELL'S

29 Front Street, W-t errllle

"Jiut Acr o8_ the Bridge"

Mops , Floor Wax, Cooking Utensils

WHEN YOU THINK OF FLOWERS THINK OF

Sporting Goods, Pad-its and Oil s

113 Main Street
WATERVILLE, MAINE

HARDWARE MERCHANTS

"Say It With Flowers"

Rollins-Dunham Co.

185 Main St.

¦
W. B. Arnold Co. *

1

Where College Boys Go

ARTICLE X.
Section 1. This constitution shall
be immediately effective upon ratification by a three-fourths vote of the
majority of members of the association.
Sec. 2. This constitution may be
at any time amended by a threefourths written vote of a majority of
the members of the association , provided that said proposed amendment
has been published in the two successive preceding issues of the ECHO.
ARTICLE XI.
Section 1. This constitution shall
be printed in the Colby ECHO at least
once each college year.

GENERAL INSURANCE

Waterville , Maine

—

CARON'S

ARTICLE IX.
Section 1. The annual subscription fee shall be two dollars ($2.00).

HARDWARE

Fred Sterns , '29

CITY JOB PRINT
Savin*. Bank Building

T«l. 207
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1935

Mfeniber .

1936

Ptssocided GoUe6iate Press
Distributor of

Gol!fe6iate D_6^st

Published weekly throughout the ' College year except during vacation
and final examination periods under supervision of the students of Colby
¦
College.
_ .•,
/ y

Turner. ,,- . ' . Y y
, - ; '• '
"
Mrs, Hickey is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Norman L.' Higgins of Auburn, a graduate of' E dward Little
High schooly and she has attended
both Parmingtoiv Normal school and
Bliss Business college. She is employed at the Thomas C. White
agency in Lewiston. Herbert DeVeber and George Holbrook attended
the ceremony.—Lewiston Journal.

COURTING RULES SOLVED BY^
M. I. T. UNDERGRADS

ing if iti suggested rather than black¦ ". ' '
jacked. '
•
• The works of those modern authors
who write with restraint too frequently , have the fault which .we find
in Santayana's The Last Puritan—a
novel which we admired and enjoyed
nevertheless. : That fault, it seems to
us, is a sexlessness and unearthiness
which are so pronounced as to be unnatural, and so all-prevailing as . to
make the "book as a whole somewhat
unconvincing.
To come back to Tolstoy 's novel:
if there is one thing which that book
is not, it is unconvincing, and if there
is another which it is not, it is unnatural or removed from actu al human
life. It is as human and as close to
reality—at least to the reality of . the
era and place which it describes—as
any by Ernest ("Death-in-the-Afternoon") Hemingway, but we submit
that the terror of Oak Park, Illinois,
with his vivid and forceful descriptions, has yet to write anything as
vivid or as forceful as Anna Karenina. Of course it's a dirty trick to
say so when we know perfectly well
that, Tolstoy's place in literature being what it is, no one is likely to take
issue with the statement, but we
think it's true noneth eless.
One of the most brilliant and scathing pieces of literary criticism which
we have ever read is a review of a
novel—we won't say which one—
written by Christopher Moiiey in his
column "Bowling Green " in the April
18 issue of the Saturday Review of
Literature. It is worth spending time
on even when the weather is lovely
and springlike.

Dear Gladiator :
What is the matter ..-with ' Colby
musically? Why can't the students
enj oy the same privileges that the
students of other colleges have?
Colby ' has a glee, club ; two as a
matter of fact, but how many concerts a year are given? It seems a
shame for the members to practice
all year to give one or two concerts.
During the football season there
was what might; be called a band , at
the end of the season the group of
players gathered together, and tried
to have a symphonic band. The plan
was a total failure, but one thing still
remains. Why couldn 't' these students
get together, and have a good orchestra ? The talent is in college, and
surely enough men and women can be
gathered together to rehearse, and to
give sevex*al concerts each year.
At the musical festival held here
last spring, the only musical contribution by Colby was a group of songs
by the glee club. Other colleges had
orchestras and symphonic bands, as
well as glee clubs. The talent is in
Colby. It will be easy to develop. I
hope something can be done about
this.
Very truly yours,
P. Lorenzo Mc Gillieuddy.' '

The following is a compilation of
"Courting rules" as compiled by M. I.
,T. students for those unacquainted
"Waterville , Maine , with the finer art:
Office,
Entered as Second Class Matter at¦¦ ¦the
Post
¦
:
, ' - ¦' 7 . ¦ y . under the act of March 5, 1879.
. ' '
1. Compliment the girl occasionally.
(Even flattery is good when
„.
Subscription price at $2.00 a year.
used
with
discrimination) .
Address all circulation complaints, advertisin g inquiries or order s t o
2.
Notice if she has anything new
John P. Dolan, 236 Main Street, W aterville, Me.
on and tell her about it.
The Editor is responsible for the general policy, the editorials, and the make-up. of the paper.
<j
3. Don't get a haircut just before
The Managing Editor is responsible for the news.
a date.
4. Don 't talk about other girls.
Edit or-in-Chief
5. Xi you must have a "line" have
JAMES L. ROSS
three or four good ones, and don't
Managing Editor
use the same one on all the girls.
'
JOSEPH B. O'TOOLE, JR.
,
. i .
6. Don't try to "neck" a girl on
v '
_-._ '
Women 's Editor
the first date.
IO-LA H. CHASE
7. Don't sit in front of the house
: ''
Managers
\' . .
Business
y
and
blow the horn ; go up to the door.
/ '- " JOHN P. DOLAN and CHARLES R. GEER
8.
Don't wait.until the last min¦NJ
ute
to
ask her for a date.
Associate
Editors
•V
Lucille K. Pinette, '37
M. Gerald Ryan , '31
9. When you know she is interFrederick Demers, '37
How About Home ? ? ?
Marjorie D. Gould, '87
David M. Trecartin , '37
R. Irvine 'Gammon, '37
ested , show her some competition.
¦
10. Dont be too jealous of her.
Assistant Editors
Remember the old song you used to
11. Always appear neat.
Donald B. Read, '38
Joseph K.
Ciechon, '38
Rofcerfc N. Ai-thonylHss, )
sing about "There 's no place like
Harry
Edward J. Seay, '38
Hollis, "38
12. Don't drag another fellow
L- R -Ssell Blanchard;^38Y},
home?" That seems to be. one of the
Alice A. Manley, '38
Eleanor L. MacCarey, '36
Catherine C. ^ Xaughtori.' Vaealong
the
last
minute
and
at
expect
:
¦
hundreds of things that men forget
Mildred M. Thibodeau , *88
Y , - [ :j ' Ai.'^}- A
7 Joyce M. Verry, '38
the girl to get a date for him.
when they come away to college. Evi13. Don't tell everybody what
Circulation Manager
I? = ;.- '•' - - • dence is obvious in the atmosphere of
¦
you did on the date.
ARNOLD E. SMALL
any fraternity house, on campus, "but
14. Be on time for a date.
for one minuta do you think that the
Advertising Manager
15. Don't sit around and talk to
inmates
themselves notice this? It is
NORMAN R. ROGEESON
her folks if she is "raring to go."
the unfortunate co-eds and the broth16. Be natural.
,
Assistant Busin ess Managers
ers of yeai's gone by who have the
17.
Don't try to be conspicuous at
Ed-ville
G.
Lemoine
John
H.
Mctfamara
Flyxin
James P.
astuteness to notice the difference bea public place.
tween the more-or-less comfortable
18. Don't be sarcastic.
atmosphere of the girls' dormitories
19. If you must "neck" after the
and the dust-covered , gin-scented,
THREE incidents- which have occurred in the vicinity of Waterville first date , a good technique is essenunhomelike appearance of the fraduring- the past few months are enough to disillusion even the most tial. .
ternity houses. It is almost inconoptimistic observer. We refer to the brutal murders of the two little
ceivable that men are able to study,
girls, one in Fairfield a few months ago, and the other in Waterville only
This column is reserved for students to ex- much less earn their degrees under
press their opinions about college matters. The
this wee'k; and to the destructive flood waters which recently ravaged our
editorial staff assumes no responsibility for the these circumstances. A. devout freshstate and the East. Such calamities as these, when they strike so near ,
content. A pen name may be printed , but all man determines to prepare his mathletters must .be signed.
.. - .... -> • .. . make us stop to . consider the life we are leading and to wonder ¦.what the
ematics assignments for the following
Dear Gladiator,
matter is with our twentieth century social order.
day and is driven not only from his
Why can 't we have quieter hours
One does not have to think very deeply to discover that there are lesown room by the radio's playing and
during the evening in the fraternity
sons in the world much more vital 'than many of those which we strive so
men 's unmodulated talking but is
houses?
earnestly ' to- derive from our theoretical textbooks. We have our fine , art,
practically driven from his own house
While I am writing this letter ,
splendid
architecture
great
literature,
advanced
science,
music,
beautiful ,
to the library which is necessarily the
there are three radios playing, in varand a host of other so-called accomplishments ; but intermingled with all
We have recently been reading ious parts of the house, and a loud only haunt on campus really conduof this, under our very noses, there exist such social injustices as have recive to real studying. It must be
cently shocked this locality. Our great store of knowledeg did" very little Anna Karenina and one of the things discussion is being held in the room recognized that sooner or later the
good for the two young girls who suffered untold agony as victims of the which most impresses us, not merely above me. .
library will reach its full capacity
A person would do better to go point
brutal assault of- some perverted , inhuman monster. The genius which about this particular novel, but to a
, so why not begin reform at
went into tlie paintings of the great artists, which created the great literary considerable extent about most of the into the seclusion of a boiler-room , to home , clear up those ashes that have
masterpieces, which conceived the Empire State Building,—of what benefit great classical novels, is the restraint concentrate on his studies than to try lain around for weeks, burri.-,those pawith which they are written. We are to do so in a noisy fraternity house.
was this to the grief-stricken parents of the innocent children?
"
not
suggesting that Anna Karenina is He could not study in the din of the pers that have accumulated for time
Our knowledge and advancement cannot be called great until the society
eternal just so again men can sing toin which' we live is freed from , the menaces which threaten it in so many lacking iri any of the natural , earthy fraternity ' houses at Colby.
gether "There's no place like home."
Now as I finish this crank note, I
ways. If there is one thiiig^ which a college education should teach us it is qualities which are a part of human
.._, — ...— . _.-.1—
. .., . ..
the consideration of human welfare, so that the indifference to social haz- life. Par from it. But we do say can hear someone playing the piano
that a book like Anna has a consider- in the front room downstairs. The
ards may be to some-degree eliminated.
The flood waters should also teach us a lesson,—that of deflating the able advantage over a majority of music of the three radios and the
human ' ego- Here we have been priding ourselves upon our great scientific tlie works of contemporary writers— piano and the noise of the heated disadvancement, with, an attitude of "look on my works ye mighty, and de- such as Hemingway, Faulkner and cussion above me mingl e to form a
spair." Then the steel hand, tightened in the glove of nature , and the Julian Green—in that these writers, racket equal to the noise of a downhuman work of years was destroyed in a few brief hours as our scientifi- although excellent story-tellers, so town section of Waterville..
Would-be-Student.
cally constructed bridges toppled like straws before the power of nature. bombar d their readers with the detailed
description
of
human
emotion
Perhaps the lesson that man has not risen to such heights as he would like
Regular Dinners, Steaks,
anil passion that no room is left for
THE GRACE BEAUTY SHOP
to believe :it good for us.
the
play
of
imagination.
It
may
Chops, Sea Foods
be
The most up to date shop in town.
We come to the conclusion that we "are baffle d to fight better," and
that
this
is
simply
a
different
school
lee Cream, Sodas
should raise our social control methods to higher planes of accomplishment
Expert Service, with or "without
of .writing—perhaps analagous to the
to more effectively combat the obstacles to our general welfare.
Home Mado Condi*.
appointment
contrast between the photographic
Professional Building
Dutch genre-type of painting and the Tel. 399
FROSH LEAP-YEAR FROLIC
Also there will be a meeting of the
French
impressionistic
one—but
we
The freshman class is planning to nominating committee of the present
cannot help feeling that the moderns,'
stage aigreat leap-year frolic for its Junior class at 1:00 on Monday, May
by and large, are either incapable of
dance whicli takes place in tlie Alum- the 11th in Recitation Hall. The eleca subtle artistic interpretation of
;7 Y nae building on May 16. This dance tion of officers of the present Junior
their material , or are feai'ful of tryshould be a fitting climax to the leap- class will take place on Tuesday, May
ing to present one , or are unaware
:!YV -' vSiye£\V week, which will extend from the 12th at 10:00. in the Chapel.
that their writing would be more toll'f 'S Y;"May 11 until May 1<5,
; ;:;7>Y;y y With everything to be carried out
HICKEY-HIGGINS
:' '
oii a leap-year plan , the dance gives
Harold W. Hickey of Turner and
SCHO OL OF NURSING
promise of being a rousing good time ! Miss Virginia Higgins of Lewiston
OF YALE UNIVERSITY
7;;.y . 'The program sounds crazy, hut looks were married September 16, 1985, at
A Pr ofe ssion for tho Coll ege
7py ;, : like a corker , with Hal Lee and his P ort sm outh , N. H,, according to an) Woman
the
swing and nouncements made Saturday. Peter
; Y/ §Y^"Hellions furnishing
Th
e th irt y m onths' course ,
providing an intensive and var;i^^Y 'i ;i harmbriy, and Lucile Jones and Ed- J. Hickey, just ice of the peace , offi' Bbulos ' pl otting a clever "off- ciated , and attendants were Miss
ied experience through tho case
^iiryldia
Tri p le A - E E E
''|r,7; y««?'"ysetting!
stu d y metho d, loads to tho de'
Claire Higgins, sister of the bride ,
ffv
gree of
^r vHY ;: w 'Bids at $1.25 may be obtaine d now and Elias Lawarfd of Lewiston. A
Come in and See Our New Line of Summer Shoes
MASTER OF NURSING
|'|
7y!;;^frem Jean Burr , Ju dy Walk er or Al trip through tho White Mountains ,
¦
¦
¦
y , . ¦ . ' Montreal , Quebec and Aroostook
A Ba chelor 's d egree in arts,
t^Y - 'Huht or^^ , '. - .; ' ¦ ; 7 , . . -.
science
or , philosophy from a
county followed,
college of approve d standing is
' ';7. '
,
|IIiYf;;- ^;:
Hickey is to be graduated in Juno
; /-NOTICE
required for admission. A fow
tho ' oi!, .th e from Colby coll p ge with Phi Botu
p^'£;^
scholarships available for stu}p(|:^;nominating:^ committee of
dents with advanced qualificapresent Kappa honors. While at Colby , ho has
tion s,
. y
fp;YY||iS op^
Friday, been active in debating and public
:
For catalogue and informa0%$$0-;8tfe P , ¦Radiation " Hall. . Th e speaking and ho . is a member of the
tion address :
;:
p
|| !;§locti^
Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity. Before
Rancourt Block
V^y'Dean
'
W
fiB'! SoplVdinbreis ' will take ' plftce in the going to Colby, he was graduated
Yale School of Nursin g
If III ;' Chapel on Saturday , May tlio 10 th at from Leavitt Institute. His parents
Now Haven , Connecticut
aro Mr. and Mrs. • George Hickey of
|!|fg: 10:00.

_______
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Dine at
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ATTENTION COEDS!

Evenin g Sandals Tinted to Ma tch Your
Gown — Free of Char ge
Also Hosier y to Match

$2.00 - $3.00
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Tennis Team 'Defeated ;.; :
Iii fi rst Three 'Ma tches
By JLUSS BLANCHARD
The cream of Maine ' s collegiate
track and field talent will assemble
on Saturday afternoon for what will
mark the annual revival of the Maine
Intercollegiates. The state track
meet is to be held at Orono this year,
and , as is characteristic of state competition, gives every indication of being extremely close. Bowdoin, Bates
and Maine are particularly strong and
each rates an excellent chance of capturing the team title. Noteworthy
among the individual pei-formcrs will
be several men of Olympic calibre, for
in Kishon , Good , Veysey and-Bell the
state of Maine possesses outstanding
athletes. Playing a hunch and believing that the Pale Blue horde has
slightly better balance than its rivals,
I look for the Black Bears to win by
a whisker.
Now just what are Colby 's chances
in this track classic. As a team , the
Mules will not figure in the title
scrap , yet as individuals the wearers
of the Blue and Gray should distinguish themselves.
Veysey saems certa in to blaze new victory trails. In
addition , Washuk , Fuller , Turbyne ,
La Fleur
and
Merrick , DeVeber ,
Wri ght will have a good deal to do
with the title conquest , for the basis
of their performances
will furnish
eno ugh of a sp lit in the points to
swing the meet to any of the three
leading contenders. Maine by a whisker , so sw i ng- i t, boys.
— C—

Something new in the way of collegiate competition for Colby was inaugurated during the past week-end
when Ralph Vale and Stanley
Schr-ieder, representing this college,
sailed their dinghies home to third
place in the opening college racing regatta of the season. The races, held
on a white-capped Narragansett Bay,
found the Mule skippers besting
Princeton , Harvard , Cornell and M.
I. T. while trailing only Brown and
Williams in total point score. The
creditable showing of the pair opens
the door to the permanent entrance
of this college into the boat racing
world. Both boys did a . great job ,
Vale finishing fifth in individual
points scored to lead a host of skippers.

The exemplification of th o spirit
shown by "Tommy " Curtin in playing
tho " game " ia one which will long
stand unprecedented in the world of
sport and one which ia really worthy
of imitation ,

It is Now
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I White Shoe Time I

May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May

5
5
5
5
G
0
7
7
7
7
11
11
11
11
12
12
12

3:30
3:30
6:30
6:30
3:30
3:30
3:30
3:30
6:30
6:30
3:30
3:30
6:30
6:30
6:30
3:30
6:30

P. D. 1. vs. K. D. R. 1
Z. P. vs. T. D. P. 2
D. K. E, vs. T. K. N. 1
A. T. O. vs. D. U. 2
Z. P. vs. K. D. R. 1
D. K. E. vs. P. D. T. 2
L. C. A. vs. Z. P. 1
D. K. E. vs. T. D . P. 2
P. D. 1
. vs. T. K. N. 1
D. U. vs. K. D. R. 2
K. D. H. vs. T. K. N. 1
P. D. T. vs. T. D. P. 2
L. C. A. vs. D. U. 1
A. T. O. vs. Z. P. 2
K. D. It, vs. T. D. P. 1
P. D. T. vs. A. T. ,0. . 2
D. U, vs. Z. P. . 1

Will YOU forget MAY 10?
nn excellent assortment of

Mothers ' Day Cards

Speciak y Shoe Store

BERKY ' slEiSbKSTORE
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3:30
3:30
3:30
3:30
3:30
6:30
6:30
3:30
3:30
3:30
3:30
6:30
3:30
3:30
3:30

L. C. A. vs. D. K. E.
D. K. E. vs. A. T, 0.
D. U. vs. P. D. T.
K. D. R. vs. A. T. 0.
Z. P. vs. P. D. T.
D. U. vs. D. K. E.
T. K. N. vs. T. D. P.
L. C. A. vs. P. D. T.
Z. P. vs. D. K. E.
K D. R. vs. L. C. A.
A. T. O. vs. T. D. P.
D. U. vs. T. K. N.
A. T. 0. vs. T. K. N.
L. C. A. vs. T. D. P.
L. C. A. vs. T. K. N.

Peter Pan Beauty Parlor

Men 's Whites $2&5 up I
JI Women
(
's W hites
$1.95- up
106 MAIN STREET

12
13
13
14
14
14
14
15
15
18
18
18
20
20
22
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Soft Bal! Competition
Will Bring Past Action

Inte rcollegiate . sport joina Yale
University in mourning the passing of
"To m" Curtin , outstanding Eli ath lete and baa -ball cap tai n, who was
call ed Home only a few days ago.
The young athlete , st ricken with leucope nia , a disease which ,caused a lack
of white corpusulcs in his blood , was
take n ill some eleven weeks ago and
has si nce been tendered twenty-one
blood transfusions in an effort to save
his life.
Unacq uainted ao I was with Curtin ,
or even with anyone who knew him ,
his courage and stamina in combating
Dea th had aroused not only my interest but my admiration. One could
not help but feel that he must have
bee n a "regular guy; " nor could one ,
May
tho ugh only mildly interested in his
May
c a se , escape a fooling of sympathy
May
nnd respect for him.
For when the one Great Scorer comes
To write against your name
He writes not what you won or lost—
But how you played the game.

>1 *

1

2 within us. Our duty is, by God's good the removal of the causes of war. Our * * '„->/"-•
'
1 grace, to bring that Kingdom out of conception of a League of Na tions/ is^ , g {'"•%',
2 ourselves and by our actions to dem- of one based on the principles of '" ; V'.,
1 onstrate that it is possible to live as equal rights Tor all people. Not rights -^O "./
2 Christ teaches us we should live. to fortify frontiers and to kill one _ ' '
" " ,,, ,
1 There is neither sense nor reason in another, but rights -^which entail duty
Rothblatt And Curner Are
2 preaching the gospel of love if in our t—the duty of sharing knowledge, wis- v „ ",*
"y'
Only Golby Winners
1 hearts we think the Gospel message dom and understanding with each
2 an idle dream of something unattain- other. We must sink our individual- - _ , ' - ,..
ism, our nationalism in the life of all s _
1 able.
On the Tuesday of last week the
2
tennis sextet left for a three day trip;
Religion is dying before out eyes peoples. Lose our lives and find them 7 , A
1
on which they were not expected to
because of this dreadful apostasy". If in the life of humanity. A League of
*f /-"
Nations
led
by
-willing
.
1
those nations
win a match. Although such expectaChiistian ministers decide that the
'" * ;
'- .
to
follow
Christ
2 principles of our religion cannot be
would win support
tions proved true, the team showed
'
from
the
peoples
of the whole world.
-r
1 practiced , we ought to close up our
up exceedingly well with only a single
Won't
you
who
are
listening
whatday of outdoor practice before leavchurches and cease praying In our
ing. On Wednesday Colby travelled
parliaments. But bur religion is a ever your creed Jew or GeritileYChris- Y '%" <
Lansbury Speaks
down to Brown , where they met a
realistic practical one. The price of tian or agnostic , all join in this work
(Continued from page 1)
_
very strong representation. Brown
peace is much more worthy to;be of appeasement? The toil and thought
wants
peace,
all
governments
prepare
proved so invincible in every departpaid than is the price of war. Chris- and wealth put into the organization
''
ment that Colby was very fortunate for war, Europe,- , lives thtrough one tian nations, such as my own people of armaments and -war are colossal.
crisis
after
another.
At
the
end
of
,
_
to force its opponent to two three-set
and yours, must acknowledge the The enthusiasm evoked when war
'
matches. In this game Allen showed each, cata.strophe seems to come near- folly and futility of imperialism. The bieaks out crushes out all opposition. •
er,
and
an
increasing
effort
is
made
'
power and steadiness in the singles,
British flag flies over the Seven Seas. Now is the time to stop war by all
- '%
and Rothblatt and Currier clicked to produc e more efficient weapons of We own and control vast populations who profess to follow Christ uniting
very well in the doubles. Thursday, slaughter and destruction- Europe and enormous territories. In spite in a great demand to all governments
Colby again fell under the onslaught has come "to this point: statesmen who of this in fact because of this vast that the time, energy, wealth and or- J
of opposing racqucteers. This time it are quite decent, friendl y people in empire, we are never at peace or se- ganizing capacity de-voted to war shall
was Tufts who dealt the blow. How- private life, calmly tell us that in the cure. A few other nations are in like cease, and instead, the best brains of
ever, once again the Colby team next war between civilized nations,
In the Brown match Roderick card- all lands shall be used for organizing
showed spurts of latent power. Again the only chance of success is to mur- ed an 80 and Ervin an. 81. William a new international commonwealth of
the combination of Rothblatt-Currier der the enemy's women and children case. They have gained great mater- all peoples.
revealed where the greatest power more quickly than he can murder ial possessions and to a large extent
This is the natural outcome of
lay. On Friday, the Colby racqueteers, yours. We know what this kind of lost their own souls.
economic progress. It is the culminavery promising in their defeat, enter- civilized Christian warfare means,
_-,. Other nations, foolishly thinking tion of all human effort and is the
ed the win column. ' This time the when we remember the cruel butch- imperial glory, power and domination one way by which we can fulfil the
whole team showed great improve- ery of C-iinese peopl e by Japanese over others is not a ,mere will o' the divine law : "Love thy neighbor as
' '
bombardment , and the Christian
ment against Rhode Island..
thyself
:
this
do
and
thou
shalt
live."
wisp, but . something substantial , now
Inasmuch as this trip was only de- methods of civilization employed , by desire to enter the field of conquest
signed for the experience to be de- the Italians in Abyssinia.
and, as of old , challenge 'ithe su-.
ANNOUNCE WINNERS
What are we xvho call ourselves
rived from p laying against very stiff
premaey of those who entered the
Christians
going
to
do
about
this?
and superi or opponents-, the team
(Continued from page 1)
race earlier. We shall not meet this
need not be regarded as in a sorry Shall we continue to supp ort the challenge satisfactorily by war or
state. To bo sure the scores look de- policy "Necessity knows no law," and subterfuge. We must realize we are are not so far ahead of their elders
—' '
pressing, 'but we must also take into again send our youth to slay and be living at the end of another phase in as we might wish them to be.
slain
in
a
futile
effort
to
stay
the
consideration the fact that their opStudents in the ! Middle Western
the development of the human race.
ponents had had about a month of plague of war ? Or will we take the We must not accept the fatalistic doc- states submitted 42 % of the total - - '
outdoor practice and are of a super- Gospel message at its face value, ac- trine of the inevitability of war and manuscripts entered in the contest,
ior caliber. Despite the heavy scores cepting it in spirit and in truth as the destruction; that because . previous the East following with 28 %, the South
against Colby in the recent trip, the law of life?
civilizations have collapsed into chaos, 16%, the West with 14%. The UniThe Gospel words are so often used
team should' show up very well
versity of " Illinois submitted the
unmeaningly that I ought to make it so also must ours follow , the same greatest number from any one uniagainst the Maine colleges.
road to destruction. No: such fatalThe scores of the matches are as clear that what I mean is simply this: ism , is unworthy of the most ignorant versity—52.
That each one of us, when any chance
follows :
First prize of $50 was awarded to
or danger of war comes near, should in our midst.
Colby
0.
Brown 9 ,
Marion Josephine Donnelly, a senior
Especially
must
we
who
are
Chrismake a definite decision not to have
Tufts 9 , Colby 0.
majoring in economics of the Univeranything "to do with it , but to oppose tians challenge this cowardly acquiColby
2.
Rhode Island 7,
sity of Calif ornia , whose editorial ap- it in every way. No matter how diffi- escence in man-made catastrophe.
pears in this week's Nation;
cult the circum stances, Christian There is yet time to transform our
Second prize of $25 was awarded
pacifists must themselves firmly say civilization from a mass of competing
to
William H. Haig-ht, Jr., a senior
nations into a co-operative unity
"No."
majoring
in journalism of the UniUnless we are prepared to see the working with each other for the good
versity
of
Wisconsin..
whole of our present civilization of all. We see everywhere great comThe
ten
remaining prize winners
wrecked, we must turn to Jesus of binations of international combines,
Alp ha Tau Omega Defending Nazareth
follow
:
Louis
Peinstein , Temple Uniand without any reserve ac- organizing and controlling raw . maversity; Dorothy YB. Jackson, Mt.
cept as true His statement that love terials and markets for private gain.
Its Championship
Holyoke ; Janette Lewis, University
Everywhere
we
see
the
powers
of
proand service are the law in life , and
of Colorado; Frank M. Russell, Uniduction
enormously
increasing.
And
Tlie intra-mural soft ball league that taking the sword against those everywhere there is an unsatisfied de- versity of California; Marion Short,
got under way last Monday afternoon we think of as enemies , means death. mand from millioHs of people for the New Jersey College for Women ;
on the freshman field as eight fra- Christian nations must make a stand goods that at present cannot be dis- George Alsberg, Black Mountain Colternity teams engaged in their ini- on this question and make it now. tributed and used. I want Christians lege ; William J. Burns , University of
tial combats. Two games are carried There is no time to lose if we are of all nations to make a united de- Illinois; Katherine Causey, The Woon simultaneously on the two dia- to escape destruction.
man 's College of University of North
Is there a Christian listening to me mand that here and now an entirely
monds.
Carolina ; Marjorie H. Guess, Wilnew
League
of
Nations
shall
be
formwho imag-ines that Jesus -wh o loved
The A. T. O.'s are the present deed—a
league
representative
liam
Smith College ;' William YR.
of
all
naand
oared
for
little
children
would,
fending champions , and are prepared
for any reason , ascend in an aero- tions, including India, Egypt and the Trimble, Reed College.
to make a repetition of last year's
The judges m the contest were :
plane and rain b ombs on children African peoples. A world conference
performance but , there are several
for
this
purpose
should
be
summoned
Raymond
L. Buell , President, Foreign
only crime is that they are chilother aggregations "who are out to whose
immediately,
Policy
We
must
Association;
piit
a
stop
to
Freda Kirchweyj
dren of their parents ?
dispute their supremacy. Some good
the incessant chatter about arma- Editor , The Nation; Paul Kellogg,
Does anyone think St. Francis of ments, and face realities.
games will ensue which ought to furEditor Survey Graphic and The SurAssisi
would be found doing such a
nish plenty of action for the fans.
The object of such a league must vey; William T. Stone, vice president,
thing? Of course not. Then I ask
The summary :
be to win collective security through Foreign Policy Association.
you : why do we old men and women
Playground Baseball Schedule
ask our brave , courageous young peoDate
Time Competitors Diamond
ple to do anything of the kind?. Our
May 4 8:30 K. D. H. vs. D. K. E. 1
religion demands of us .that we shall
May 4 3:30 D. U. vs. T. D. P. 2
find the way to remove the causes of
May 4 0:30 A. T. O. vs. L. C. A. 1
war. The Kingdom of Heaven is
May 4 6:30 T. K. N. vs. Z. P. 2
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May

call earl y for best selection

103 Main St.
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AND :T_ ilS' w_ ek ,' friends , by way of variety, the colyum is scribed by a.

different 'persb 'nige . . . the Schemer has given me permission to scribe
« «Tiilii//
p^yly'ifj ^d'the blame of any comp laints falls on these -two shouders . ., .
,
:, 'Io
Si
._isit hSid ' .t_Ve arms that are bangin g away at these keys now . . . It 's my
' initi al '"attempt after being censored of course . . . so hear with tne anil
have ;' pa tience . . . here goes . . .
-*i-«lO ,--> ' : S—S
.i

•

•n U;>.'.' hi

' AiFEW JOTTINGS . . .
The library assistant in a jam .
he locked the portals the other eve
. . . in the . down-stairs part . . .
and Profs. Libby and Griffiths had to
climb out thru the window . . . a
picture snapped of the exit would be
delightful to look at . . . Bob Magee called on by an old friend from
Belgrade days . . . all dresesd in
purple . . . a new car . . . and fair
to look at . . . but the man wasn't in
and she drove "away disgusted . . .
:: There were teeth chattering the night
of the biviting of Doc Morrow . . .
in the D. U. house . . . but there was
really ho cause for worry . . . for
the man showed his sportsmanship by
laughing it off . . . which wouldn't
have been done by some other members of our faculty . . . as for in-

stance, Professor W. . . . There is a
correction on last week's material as
printed . . . 'twas Laura Tolman out
with Dwight . . . Two that are
spending much of each other 's time
. . . Asa Roach and Janet Lowell
. . . Don't tell that Ray Farnham has
taken to Queenie Goodridge again
. . . saw the two strolling at 11 P.
M. on last Friday eve . . . which is
right, isn't it, Ray ? . . . Hats off to
Commodore Vale and Schreider . . .
for their finishing third in the dinghy
race . . . Geer isn't trying- to split
the Bessom-Staples duo , is he? . . .
they've been together too long to be
parted 'by an amateur . . . Herb
DeVeber has broken all other ties
. . . and Lung a pin on Hewlie Wade
. . . who has a brother, Bib . . .
Those possessing the most eye-seizing
sparklers in our midst . . . Winnie
White and Caroline Williams . . .

CHATTER ' .. .. .
together . . . they slipped up two
'
The
Ticonic
Street
hangout
weeks ago last Sunday . . . Bob
was
H ere 's one for the recorder's books
busy again on last Sunday eve . . . Hunter enjoying a date with Florence
. . . caught Ruth Pike and Bill LitBorovoy and Sacks making it so . . . . Nightingale . . . who
was
once
tlefield in an embrace the other eve The Fuller Brush man called on the scheduled (or promised a chance) to
. . . Jim Lewis, one of the better Schemer last week.. . . for what ? sing with the White Mules . . . A
and
Larry little more car-efulness on the part of
personalities, is among- those with a Therman Merketson
Thoodle
now
claim
nation-wide
no- Prof. . Bith'er and he won't lock himheart interest in the home town . .: .
toriety . . . received letters from self out of exams . . . E d Shaman
The Saunders girl of Fairfield certhe American Liberty League . . . and Ruth Yeaton too constant to miss.
tainly was rushed at the gym dance Don Thompson is more than an ac- Heine Kammandel plays around beauon last sat. evening . . . Alden Bel- quaintance, of Janet Drisko's . ; . coup . . . for the benefit of any who
yea and Mary Crowley • have parted •Mildred , has smashed her romance want to know . . .• Billie Fait states
. . . but are still very good friends with the blond Bob Marshall of last herself that she 's crazy over symbols
semester . . . D'arcy Lowd is now . . . if they mean hisses . . . Cy
. . . so Belyea outs with Jenny Spear the first rater in the- league . . .
Perkins is engaged now . . . the
. . . and Mary and Polly Pratt, on Aren
't the Tridelts too clannish ? . . . lucky one being a Belfast girl . . .
last sat. nite, strode beside two U. of , or are they? Y. . . Henry
Wilcox When is Dave Libby going to get out
M.'ers for the eve . . . Ed Lombard hies away home at least twice a
week his outfit of gladrags again . . . a
and Alice Manley failed to see those . . . to see the wife and baby . . .
sight for the sorer of the eyes . . .
passing when dating the other night which reminds that Emery
Worthen Danger lurks on the sidewalks of
. . . love is like that . . . at the gym has a fine baby boy . . . To the deNorth and South colleges now . . .
dance . . . Kermit LaFleur and the light of all see-ei-s . . . Junior SheeSpring and the bivit season is here
smooth Buckner girl . . . Playboy han hop-scotching in front of the
. . . Keep on the look-out for the
Fitzgibbons in the role of egotistical Mary Low establishment, with those
bivits and for . . .
artist . . . the white mules better and of the fairer sex . . . Larry Dwyer
SCHEMER SECUNDUS
better .-. . Ann Simpson missed . . . caught at last . . . dating with a
And we'd like the story, please, on Fairfield damsel . . . for which menthe following . . . the carriage out- tion the gent will receive considerside of Clancy 's domicile . . . will able chiding . . . o r riding . . . One
the Vets of Future Wars continue? of . the couples on campus most im. . . (our guess is no) . . . is Sand- mune to environmental happenings The only Sporting Goods Store with
Everything for Sports
quist really as wonderful as he be- . . . Caverley and Wyman . . .
lieves? . . . is Ned Sparkes married?
58
Temple
St.
Waterville, Me.
__S_S—
. . . is Whit Wright over that bud ger

Dakin
Sporting Goods Co. .

trouble he had for five hours? . . .
incidentally he was meandering with
Mary Ewen not so long ago . . . who
is known from Gammon fame . . .
The Hiekey-Higgins double were
jelled long ago . . .
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Elm-wood Barber Shop
REQUESTS
YOUR PATRONAGE

Felix Audet, Proprietor
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BITS FROM AR.OUND . . .
Some formulate weekly habits . . .
such as Barbar a Frazee and Larry
Haynes going down to eat together
every
Sunday
evening . . . and
thence to the library . . . to study
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— the curing and agremg of leaf tobacco ,
'
that's what's going on.
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